
'SAFETY IN NUMBERS'

Story and Screenplay by:  Litza Bixler

GENRE:  Sci-fi Musical Rom-Com / High Concept

TAGLINE:  A musical for people who hate musicals.

LOGLINE:   Greyson Bukowski hated musicals - then one day he woke up in one.

SYNOPSIS:  GREYSON BUKOWSKI (27) finds safety in numbers, literally.  Old before his time, 
he's a cynical stats nerd who reduces everything down to quantifiable data. Feelings, however, are 
another matter, and he avoids them at all cost.

As City Manager for the small town of Brightside, IL, Grey's clockwork mind is an asset. But when 
the town council decide that City Manager should be an elected position, Grey's reliance on facts 
and figures no longer flies. As far as the voters are concerned, he is boring and cold.

To counteract this image, Grey's campaign manager thinks Grey should publicly support the town's 
annual musical. After all, Brightside is famous for two things: The Annual Turkey Testicle Festival, 
and the Town Musical. Of course, Grey hates musicals. Not in a Batman 'a musical killed my 
parents sort of way'; but in an annoying, 'gouge my eyes out with a fork' way. So, Grey votes to 
cancel the show.

When Grey's childhood friend KEVIN KARLSON (27) turns up to request funding for his research 
into multi-verse theory, Grey should spot the obvious harbinger, but he doesn't. Instead, he carries 
on as usual and sets out to deliver the news of the cancelled musical to Brightside’s musical 
director, LUCY LOCKWOOD (27). Impulsive, emotional and irrational, she is the chalk to
Grey's cheese, and a thorn in his side.

Faced with an emotional Lucy, Grey loses his nerve and lies, telling her that the council have yet to 
decide her musical fate. He instantly regrets this and plans to tell her the truth the next day. But 
when he wakes up, he discovers he's trapped in an alternate musical reality, a kind of 'musical 
deliverance' where the locals communicate everything through song and dance. A disgruntled Grey 
sets off to explore this nightmare world, and runs smack into...Lucy Lockwood, who is gleefully
taking part in the town's 'happy morning' number. Grey is in hell, while Lucy is in heaven, but 
they're stuck with each other until they learn the rules of the world and find a way home.

Luckily, this reality is inhabitated by people they know, so they set out to find Kevin (well, the all
singing, all dancing version of Kevin). After all, if a theorhetical physicist can't help them, who
can? Eventually, our trio use both numerical and musical numbers to open an intersteller wormhole 
back to their reality

But just when it looks like they'll finally be going home, Grey and Lucy are locked up by the 
suspicious local Sheriff. With the clock ticking and the moon rising, they hatch a musical escape 
plan since, according to Lucy, the solution to every problem is to put on a show. 

In the end, Grey's black and white life is transformed into technicolor when he finally opens his 
heart and realizes that the cheese doesn't always have to stand alone.



TONE:  The film is both ironic and nostalgic. A love letter to old movie musicals, with a 
contemporary, acerbic twist. For example, Grey and Lucy sing a parody of the classic song 'How 
About You'. But instead of singing about the things they love, they sing about the things they hate.  
Similarly, our curmudgenly hero is out of place in this land of sunshine and song.

THEMATIC SUB-TEXT:

A Good Life is one that aligns head & heart. 

GREY'S CHARACTER ARC:

Grey thinks he wants an easy, simple life without emotions or relationships and the messiness they 
bring. A life where everything works as it should, and there are clear solutions to problems (like 
solutions to mathematical equations). He is a true realist with a capital 'R'. What he really wants is a
life of meaning, and a few close relationships. How can he get these things? He must allow himself 
to feel. To unite his heart with his head. Does he know this? Consciously, no. Sub-consciously, 
perhaps.

LUCY'S CHARACTER ARC:

Lucy thinks she wants the life of an artist. She also thinks that art must always be creative, intuitive,
and emotional. She is a true romantic with a capital 'R'. What she actually needs is a little 
pragmatism, and the ability to harness her creativity in the real world.  How can she get this?  She 
must learn to manage her emotions and impulses, to unite her head with her heart. Does she know 
this? Consciously, no. Sub-consciously, perhaps.

WHY WE WANT THEM TOGETHER:

Each has a bit of what the other needs. As a result of their relationship, they grow and become more 
complete and happy as individuals. Despite their differences, they both have a tendency to do things
on their own and they learn that they must work together to get big things done.  


